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In her work on the classification of the lvluskogean languageo, 
Haas ( 19111) found four consonant correspondence sets which point 
to an initial two-way split of Proto-!!uskogean (PM) into a Western 
and an Eastern division.1 Proto-Western Huskogean (PWH) subse-
quently evolved into the modern dialects of Choctaw (Ch) and 
Chickasaw (Ck) and Proto-Eastern Muskogean (PEM) into Alabama/ 
Koasati (A/K), Hitchiti/Hikasuki (H/M), and Creek/Seminole (Cr/S). 
PH uc, for example, became Western lfuskogean s and Eastern c, as 
illustrated in ( 1) - ( 3). 2 - -

(1) PM ncakli/o TROUT/BASS3 >Ch sakli 1 trout 1 (J~TS), Ck sakli 
•trout' (Im:), A ca:lo 1bnss 1-(KJJ,), K ca:lo 'trout' THRH 
1941), Cr _£a:lo Tbass 1 (KlID) -

(2) PH no!_apa FIELD > Ch o~apa [osa:paJ
4 

(KMB), Ck o~apa (llll), 
M o_£a:p-1 (D-M), Cr _£ap-6: fa (Kl·ID) 

(3) PH i~xokco PASS Wllm > Ch hokso (CB), K hok_£o (MIUI 1941), 
Cr hok£="ita (KMB)5 -

There is one correspondence set, however, which defies the 
west/east dlchotoIJy. While the phonemic inventories of Ch/Ck, 
A/K, and ll/M all contain a single asymetrical voiced bilabial 
stop£, no such phoneme exists in Cr/S. Haas (19117) noted a regu-
lar correspondence between Cr/S k and b in the other langua~es and 
reconstructed the phonetically plausible labiovelar stop {~~. Uote 
example (4), where the initial PU labiovelar of mJLBERRY is pre-
served as .Q. in Ch/Ck, K, and M, and ]!. in Cr. 

(4) PM *kwixl > Ch bfhi api •mulberry tree' (J!lS), Ck bohi 
(lUl)-;-K bihi-coba 1 fig 1 (MRH 1947), ~t b!:h-I 'red iiul-
berries•-(D-M), Cr ~f: (KMB) -

On the basis of pattsrn congruity, Haas ( 19117) reconstructed 
a labiovelar fricative nx which developed into modern f, a 
phonetically justifiablereconstruction in light of the-fact thnt 
many speakers of tho modern d:lalocts, particularly older sreakorsl 
haYo a bilnbinl 4i rather than a labiodental f. Examples (5) - (7/ 
illustrate the modern reflexes of {~xw. -

(5) 

(6) 

PM *xwoni BONE> Ch foni (JJJS), Ck fonf (KO), H -fo:n-i 
IMR!f1956), M .[O:n-C(KHB), Cr .[6nC(KMB) -

PM Uooa.xwa/i WINTER > Ch ona.[n (JNS), K la.[1 (HRH 19ll1), 
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M slafi /±a:f-i/ (BS), Cr ±a..[6 (KMB)6 

(7) PM -l~cokxwi RABBIT > Ch cokct>i (KMB)' Ck cokf.l (KO)' A 
cokfi (KJL), K cokfi (MRH 1941), H cokf-1 TMRH 1941), 
M cokf-t (KMB), Cr-cof.l (KJ.IB) -

The development of PM labiovelars is an interesting phenomenon 
for two reasons. One is the aformentioned fact that reflexes of 
the labiovelar stop do not conform to the west/east division attest-
ed by other consonant correspondence sets. Also, the reflexes of 
both labiovelars are not totally predictable, i.e. PM *kw does not 
always develop into k in Cr/S and b in the other languages, nor 
does PM -i~xw always aP'Pear as .f.. In the remainder of this paper, I 
will focus on some unexpected reflexes of the PM labiovelars and 
offer two possible explanations for their appearance. 

In her discussion of the development of PM *kw, Haas (1947) 
cited cognates in which Creek .E. corresponded to E,--rn the other 
Muskogean subbranches. Most of these "can be explained as instances 
of dissimilation since they occur in the neighborhood of k" (Haas 
1947:136). The labiovelar in (8) ARM, for instance, appears as b 
in Ch/Ck and A/K and .E. in Cr. -

(8) PM -i•sakkwa ARM > Ch Sakba (JNS)', Ck Sakba (HH), A sakba 
(KJL), Ksak!!_a Omli 1947), Cr slikJ?.a (KMB) -

Presumably Creek dissimilated *kkw sequences to !E. and *kwk com-
binations to £!£· 

Haas mentioned one other instance {9) in which Cr .E. correspond-
ed to Ch £, one which cannot be explained by dissimilation. 

(9) PM -1•1akwi LAP UP > Ch ok-lab-bi 'lap water' (CB) 7, Cr 
la.E_la.£1: c-ita (MRH 1947) -

The underlying Ch root must be 1.!!E. rather than lab since the morpho-
phonemic rules of the language are such that only bl clusters 
geminate to bb; an underlying.£.!. would surface as bl (Nicklas 
1975). The Cr cognate is a reduplicated plural of the root lapi. 
The plural suffix -i:c suggests an underlying i as a root final 
vowel which surface"S"Only with an immediately following vowel 
initial suffix.B In Choctaw, root final vowels are often lost 
before thewactive suffix -li, especially in plural verbs. There-
fore, *lak i is reconstructed as the proto-form. 

Although Haas ( 19117) included only three examples of Cr .E. 
corresponding to E. in the other languages, such a correspondence 
is relatively common. In (10) BURN, the A/K term is assumed to 
be the most archaic. The development of singular vs. plural verb 
stems is a recent phenomenon in Muskogean (Booker 1980). One 
technique for deriving a number-differentiated stem is by vowel 
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and/or consonant syncope as illustrated here by the K stems. 
Since the disappearing t is not reconstructible either internal-
ly or comparatively, it-is presumed to be part of the proto-form.9 

(10) PM *likwatli BURN > Ch libbi 'to blaze, flame, burn' 
{intrans.) (CB), A libatlI 'burn, bake, cook' {KJL), 
K lib-at-li (MRH 1956T, libatli •get burned, once', 
liba7li /libali/ •get burned, often' {GK), Cr li.J2.li:y-
1ta 'to flicker, twinkle' (MRH) 

The geminate b in Ch libbi is assimilated from an earlier bl 
cluster, though the final li is probably not the active siffix 
since libbi is an intransitive verb. 

In (11) HIGH, the initial *akWa of the reconstruction is 
fairly certain but the final a: of the Ch cognate and the a:/N._ 
of the A terms suggest a longer reconstruction: long vowels and 
diphthongs generally arise from the loss of an intervocalic con-
sonant. 

(11) PM *akwa ••• (possibly i~akwaCi) HIGH > Ch aba: 'up' (KMB), 
Ck abS-•up' {HH), A aba:-li, aba:-li-ci 1up' {KJL), 
a.£_ayTi: (ER), M am£-i-1high' (KMB), Cr on-a.J2.a 'high up 
on' {KMB) 

Only the a.J2_a of the Cr term is cognate here; the initial on is a 
fossilized reflex of the PM prefix *on- 1on 1 {Booker 1980). 

Finally, reflexes of PM COPY/IMITATE {12) are well attested 
in the daughter languages. 

( 12) PM *axokwa COPY/IHITATE > Ch hobn-ci 'imitate, mock', 
ahoba •seem' {JNS), Ck hoba-ci Tcopy•, ho,l,ba 'picture•' 
(llliT, K st-aho,l,ba 'picture•, iy-ist-aho:ba-'footprint' 
{FT), M a:b-! 'picture', a:ba:c- 'take a picture' (D-M), 
Cr aho.J2.a:-y-ita •to measureT, aho.J2.a:-k-a •a pattern' 
(KMB) 

Numerous cases of a M b, Cr£ correspondence are attested as 
well, e.g. M ~- •unfold' {D-M), Cr taQfks-i: 'flat' (KMB). 
Many of these, however, may be cases of borrowing. Since Cr has 
no £, M £ would be borrowed into Cr as n_. 

What is interesting about tho labiovelar reflexes win (9) -
(12) is that they are derived from proto-forms where i~k stood 
between vowels. Of the eight cognate sets which Haas "{T9l17} 
offered in support of the correspondence between Cr ,! and £ in 
the other languages, only one, SLIPPERY Ern (13), is reconstructed 
with an intervocalic labiovelar stop. 

{13) PM *xokwalopa: SLIPPERY ELM {Milli 191•7) > Ch £nlop (JNS), 
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K sil-hoba (MRJJ 1947), Cr lopa:ka < *lopa:kwa < 
*(xo)kWaTopa: (mill 1947) -

The reconstruction is suspect for two reasons. In the first place, 
a good bit of unusual shifting is required to correctly position 
the Cr consonants. Although metathesis is not unheard of in Mus-
kogean, especially within the Cr/S subbranch, many previously re-
ported cases of metathesis have proven to be explainable in other 
terms.10 Secondly, the initial syllable of the reconstruction, 
i.e. i~xo, is based solely on the hoba of the K word, which Haas 
presumes to be a compound of an unidentified root sil and hoba. 
If the K word is indeed a compound, it is equally probable that 
hoba is the verb COPY/IMITATE encountered in (12). The compound 
would then refer to something which is similar to a sil, what-
ever a sil might be. In this eyent, the K form wouldliot be cog-
nate wi~the Ch and Cr words.1 

If the K term is noncognate, then an alternative reconstruc-
tion ~~kwalopa is indicated. The final ka of the Cr word and the 
preceding long vowel is current Cr noun derivational morphology. 
In other words, Cr lopa:ka may be a derived noun. A similar 
situation exists in the Cr and Ch words for neclace, both of which 
are derived from the PM verb PUT AROUND THE NECK: PM -ltino(!i > 
Ch inoci, innoci 'necklace• (CB), Cr ohh-ino:c-k-a •necklace, 12 scarf'Tlit. something which is put on around the neck) (KMB). 
One advantage of the alternative reconstruction is that metathesis 
is not needed to explain the order of the Cr consonants. The 
initial syllable of the reconstruct~on was lost in Cr. Thus, Cr 
lopa:ka contains no reflex of PM *~· The alternative reconstruc-
tion, then, poses no counter-example to the hypothesis supported 
by the data in (9) - (12), namely, that the intervocalic PM labio-
velar stop became Cr E.· 

Occasionally w can be found to correspond to b. 13 In (14) 
OVERLAP, Ch, K, and H/M have an initial b corresponding to Cr.!:!. 
rather than to the expected !_.14 -

(14) PM *kwana-li15 >Ch a-bano-li •to lay over, on', 
a-baiiil-li 1to lay across' (CB), K abana:-li •to place 
across' (GK), H a-bana-li-li-s 1! tie, fasten to 1 , 
bana-li-li-s 11 tie' (ASG), M b.an~:l-om 'She's tying it. 1 

TD-II), Cr !!_ana-y-ita •to tie' TKMB) 

~n (15) PARCH, Cr has E_, the now exl)ected intervocalic reflex 
of -i~, where Ch/Ck has ..!'.!. instead of _Q. 1o 

( 15) PM *akwas-11 PARCH > Ch awaif-11 1 fry' (KMB}, Ck awiirt-11 
1 fry 1--C-KO}, Cr a.E,as-k-i •parched corn', a.E.as-ita Tto 
parch 1 (film) 

Even more puzzling are the initial correspondences in (16} 
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RUU, where Ch !?. corresponds to Ck !!!_, to A/K ~' and to M p_. 

(16) PM *kwal ... (possibly *kwalaCi) RUN> Ch balili [bali:li] 
(KlIB}, Ck mali:li (KO) ,A wa:li:ka (KJL) ,-K wali:ka (HRH 
1956), M p_ala:k-om 'They (du.) run. 1 (KMB) -

Turning now to the development of the PM labiovelar frica-
tive, it becomes immediately apparent that the modern reflexes are 
not as predictable as the examples in (5) - (7) would suggest. 
Haas (1945) was the first to note a dialect variation between f 
and h in Cr, e.g. the Cr word for cloud is either afolocf: or -
aholocf: depending on the speaker's dialect. But an f :h corres-
pondence is widespread among the Muskogean languages.-PEM 
*l!axwikna HEALTHY survives as H c6hn-i (ASG) and Cr caf.fkn-i: 
'healthy', cafikneyc-iM •to curet=UfilH), whve the II cognate has 
h and the Cr cognate has !.. as a reflex of ·nlL· 

In (17) JAW, Cr has .!! where Ch/Ck and K have.£. 

(17) PM *notakxwa JAW > Ch noMkfa (JNS), Ck notakfa (Im), 
K notak.f.al°MRH 1956), Cr notak_!!a (MRH 1956) -

A colirespondence between Ch .f. and M !! is also attested: 
PM -1•l!i±~=1! PEEL> Ch~ •to peel up' (intrans.) (CB), M 
cUa:b.-11-k (WS). 

Even within Western Muskogean an f :h variation can be found. 
In (10) BIRD, Ch has an initial h but Ck-has .f., as do the Eastern 
languages. 

(18) PM *xwosi BIRD > Ch ho~i (KMB), Ck fo~i (KO), A fosi, 
fo:si(KJL), K .£o:sC(GK), H .f.6s-i TASG), M [~:s:-t 
TKMB), Cr .£6s-wa (KlID) 

The cognates in (19) BEE are interesting because the M 
consonants appear to have undergone metathesis. But based on 
the large number of correspondences attested between I and ,!!, 
a more accurate reconstruction may be one with two labiovelar 
fricatives. 

(19) PM nxwoxwi/o BEE > Ch fowi (JNS), Ck fohi, foyi (KO), 
A hoho,foho (KJL), K folio (FT), M }!Of-"f (KMB}, Cr 
.£<1'!<-*.£0.lio-(KMB) - -

If the PM labiovelar fricative does not appear as .f in the 
daughter languages, it will most likely occur as.!!· There are 
times, however, when something entirely unexpected appears. In 
(20) REVERSE DIRECTION, II l corresponds to f., nod in (21) 
PRODUCE/YIELD, Ch! corresponds to M and Cr.!!· 
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(20) PM ~~xwalam- l~n REVERSE DIRECTION > Ch .£.alam-mi 
•return' (CB), Ck falam-mi 'return' (IIll), A falam-ka 
'get up' {KJL), H ialan-ka-li-s 1! turn back~ return.• 
(ASG), Cr _f.alala:fakf: •curls' (MRH) 

(21) PM ~~x"'aya PRODUCE/YIELD > Ch wa:ya •to mature {plant)' 
{JNST; M ha:ya:c- •raise vegetables• {D-M), Cr ha:-y-ita 
•to make 1-{KMB) -

So what conclusions, if any, can be drawn from the preceding 
data? It appears that the labiovelar stop and perhaps the frica-
tive as well evolved into their respective reflexes after the four 
consonant shifts which divided PM into two groups. When PM *~, 
for example, became s in PWM and c in PEM, the labiovelars re:: 
mained unchanged. As PWM and FEM-separated into their individual 
subbranches, the labiovelars developed into their present reflexes. 

The variation found in the labiovelar reflexes may be due at 
least in part to conditioned sound change. It seems likely that 
the intervocalic labiovelar stop became Cr .E.· Perhaps as more 
cognates are found, conditioning environments will be discovered 
for other seemingly aberrant reflexes as well. 

Yet one other factor may be involved in the appearance of 
certain unexpected labiovelar reflexes. PM may well have had a 
system of consonant symbolism which is no longer productive in the 
modern languages. There survive, however, certain lexically 
frozen reflexes to attest to its function in earlier times. Since 
consonant symbolism commonly involves diminuatives, consider the 
modern Muskogean diminuative/intensive morphemes in Figure 1, next 
page. 

H/M and Cr have both a diminuative -oc{i) and an intensive 
-os{i). The diminuative is restricted to nouns,.and the intensive 
generally appears with verbs, although there are a few nouns with 
-os(i) as the diminuative ending. Note in particular the Cr words 
'little girl' and 'little boy•, where the former has a suffixed 
-oci, and the latter, a suffixed -osi. According to Nicklas, the 
ChCiiminuative is -o~i or -osi, depending on the dialect. In 
dialects where both-:Osi an"(l:osi occur, -osi "intensifies the 
meaning of smallness 11lNicklas--:r974: 42). Though Nicklas does not 
mention the use of either suffix with verbs, verbs with a suffixed 
-osi can be found in the Ch dictionary (Byington 1915). So, it 
appears that Ch, like II/M and Cr has or had a distinction between 
diminuative and intensive. Alabama seems to parallel Ch dialects in 
which -osi is the only diminuative. It is suffixed to both nouns 
and ver~ 

While there is a common pattern of diminuative vs. intensive 
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FIGURE 1 

Muakogean Diminuative/Intensive Morphemes 

====::-- - --==~~=.·=--""'='"-~=~-=---==-~---=:;::.::.~:.::1:--:-=-=-:::-

UOUNS VERBALS 

ak~:ka all a ci:ki 
Ch 'chicken' 'child' 'soon' (CB) 

(KMB) ak~:k-oRi all-6si ci:k-osi 
•egg-r- 'baby' · 'vecysoon 1 (CB) 

it to kostini 
A •tree' •to know' (JRS-A) 

{KJL) itt-osi kostin-osi 'full know-
•twig' ledgeof' (JRS-A) 

oposk-i nak-i ca-malo:st-osi-k 
H 'children' 'thing' 11 am very-<Iesirous• 

(JRS-H) oposk-.Q.£-1 n0.k-os-1 {JRS-H) 
I little I little 
children' object' 

aok-I nfilrn-I wfkc-r 
M 'pig' 'man' 1sma11 1 

(KMB) sok-a:c-I nakn-O:s-! w:fkc-o:s-I 
'little pig' 1oldman' •vecysmall 1 

hokt!: ci:panf: cotk-i: 
Cr 'woman' 1boy' •small' 

(KMB) hokt-ocf 'lit- ci:pan-6si c6tk-6s-i: 
tlegirl' 'little boy' •very small' 

[Diminuative] (Intensive] [Intensive) 

in Ch, HIM, and Cr, the sibilant correspondences present a diffi-
cult reconstruction problem. If the diminuatives are compared 
across the languages, i.e., Ch -o~i and H/M and Cr -oci, the Wes-
tern n, Eastern c correspondence is one which has beOil proposed 
for ~iiiskogean (Haas 19111), but it is extremely rare.17 If the 
intensives are then compared in the modern languages, i.e. Ch 
-osi and 11/M and Cr -osi, the result is an unattested Western_!!, 
Eastern .!!. correspondence. To arrive at convincing sibilant 
correspondences, the Ch intensive must be compared with the U/M 
and Cr diminuative and the Ch dimlnuative with the II/H and Cr in-
tensive. But then it is not clear which reconstruction was the 
originat diminuativo and which, the intensive. The confusion, 
I suspect, results from an onrlier system of sound symbolism, 
traces of which can still be found in tho daughter languages. 
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Consonant symbolism may be the cause of certain tentative 
Muskogean sibilant correspondences such as the Western n, Eastern 
.Q correspondence mentioned earlier.1tl A correspondence-between 
Choctaw _Q and Eastern~ also occurs, e.g. (22) and (23). 

(22) Ch cake-a 'dried, like venison' (CB) 
H sakw-om 'It's dried up. I (D-H) 
Cr ~a'.kp-i: 1dry 1 (Klffi) 

(23) Ch _Qil~:-ka-ci •to scream', cil~:k 1a scream' (CB) 
Cr _2.ilalakk-ita •to scream' TKHB) 

Within Choctaw there are numerous examples of sibilant 
symbolism19, e.g. Ch canafila 'hawthorn', Sanafila 'black hawthorn' 
(CB). . 

There is some evidence to suggest that symbolism was also in-
volved in certain reflexes of the PM labiovelars. Ch fotoli •to 
grind' and botoli •to pulverize• (CB) are probably derived from a 
common source. Puzzling labiovelar reflexes found among the daugh-
ter languages may be a result of consonant symbolism as well. Com-
pare, for example, Ch balf-11 1 to cut, slice' (KMB) with Ch pas-11 
1 to cut meat into thin pieces' (CB),a. where£ becomes E. and! be-
comes s in the derived plural verb.~O M wac-ka-k 1to cut many' 
(JDW) Ts most likely related to Ch ba§-11 since b has been found 
to correspond to w. Cognate with the H plural verb is Cr wask-itli 
1 to cut many' (KHB) with a different sibilant. Cr kac-fta •to 
break off one' (!.ffiH) is probably also related. 

It is unlikely that any one factor will be able to account 
for all of the modern reflexes of the PU labiovelars. The per-
plexing array of reflexes is doubtless due to a number of inde-
pendent factors, two of which may be conditioned sound change 
and consonant symbolism. 

NOTES 
1Research for this paper was supported by a post-doctoral 

fellowship from the American Council of Learned Societies, made 
possible in part by a grant from the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. 

2nata sources are abbreviated as follows: (ASG) = (Oatschet 
1888), (BS) = (Smith 1866), (CB) = (Byington 1915), (D-M) = 
(Derrick-Mescua 1980), (ER)= (Rand 1968), (FT) =Frank Trachsel, 
field notes on Koasati (personal communication), (GK) =Geoffrey 
Kimball, field notes on Koasati (personal communication), (HII) = 
(Humes and Humes 1973), (JDW) = (West 1975), (JNS) = (Jacob, 
Nicklas and Spenser n.d.), (JRS-A) =(Swanton 1922-23), (JRS-II) = 
(Swanton 1921-22), (KJL) =(Lupardus 1982), (KMB) =Karen M. 
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Booker, personal field notes on Creek, lfikasuki, and Choctaw, (KO) 
= (Ohmori 1979), (MRll) = (Haas n.d.), (HRH 1941) = (Haas 1941), 
(mUI 1947) = (Haas 1947), (MRH 1956) = (Haas 1956), (WS) = 
(Sturtevant 1951). 

3see T. Dale Nicklas "Final h and Certain Vowel Alternations 
in Muskogean" (this volume) for an historical explanation of these 
final vowel alternations. 

4 A/K caffa 'field' may be derived from an earlier *capofa 
with syncope of the second vowel and assimilation of the o to 
f. If this is the case, a more accurate reconstruction mlght be 
lrot"apofa. 

5cr verbs are cited in the infinitive -ita form. 
6n is assumed that the labializatlon of *xw accounts for the 

rounding of *.! to .2.· 
7ok- is the Ch prefix •water'. 
81f the underlying final vowel were a, it would coalesce 

with the i of the following plural suffix--ic and appear as -!!!12_ 
or -me, aepending on the dialect; if it were an underlying o, 
the eurface form would be -:!1.£ or -wic, again depending on the 
dialect. 

9Even if -t- were shown to be a separate plural marker, the 
preceding a must be considered part of the root since it appears 
in both the singular and plural stems. The b < ~fkw would still 
occur in intervocalic position, a point which is crucial to the 
hypothesis which follows. 

10 See, for example, the reconstruction of WATER (Booker 1981). 

11aooffrey Kimball (personal colilr.lunication) says K silhoba 
is the eastern hophornbeam or ironwood tree, not the slippery elm. 

12 It is reasonably certain that PM had no length contrast in 
the vowels. Therefore, the long vowel of Cr lopa:ka must be 
accounted for within the development of the Cr/S subbranch. 

13The reconstructions in (1~) - (16) are based on the bypo-
thesis that all occurrences of modern b are derived from *k • 
This may well be a fallacious assumption. Certain instances of 
.!!, may have ·a different PH source, e.g. n~. 

1 ~The a which appears i.niliinlly in Ch and 11 is a locative 
prefix. -

15The present reconstruction asswnes that the o of Ch 
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a-bano-li is a plural morpheme. (See Booker (1980) for a dis-
cussion of plural stems in Muskogean.) If it is not, then the 
reconstruction should be adjusted to i}kwano-li with assimilation 
of the second vowel in all the languages. 

16 One might speculate that the principal of homophony 
avoidance played a role in the development of Ch/Ck w rather 
than b here. If the regular reflex b were retained in 'fry•, 
the word would then be homophonous with abasli •to slice on or 
at• (CB). Since both words could appear in similar semantic 
contexts, there exists the potential for misunderstanding. 

17Haas (personal communication) has since discarded this 
correspondence set. 

18 . 
Haas (personal communication) has suggested sibilant 

assimilation as a possible explanation of the Western a, Eastern 
.£ correspondence. -

19Robert Rankin (personal communication) has assembled a long 
list of sound-symbolic sibilant correspondences in Ch. 

20The examples cited here and above suggest .£ ~ ! and ! ~ ~ 
as two rules involved in Ch sibilant symbolism. 
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